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Recently there have been several reports of humans 
directly interfacing with computers and control-
ling a cursor or performing other simple prosthetic 

control tasks. This has led to public interest in the pros-
pect of fulfilling the predictions of a future where direct 
man and machine communication will be commonplace. 
Although we have made tremendous advancements in 
the development of electronic systems known as BMIs or 
BCIs, we find ourselves at an important threshold of de-
termining whether their clinical potential will be realized 
or not. With the public eye on this field, and significant 
fiscal support and encouragement, the field is now in a 
unique position to answer this question. In short, transla-
tion of human cortical prostheses will only result when 
their benefits clearly outweigh the risks. Here we discuss 
some of the obstacles that currently concern human cor-
tical prostheses, which if unaddressed, may doom their 
realization.

Motor and Communication Prostheses
Existing BMIs strive to restore normal function in 

patients suffering from neurological impairments. Two 
successful examples include cochlear prostheses, which 
provide surrogate electrical signals to the nerves process-
ing auditory stimuli, and DBS devices that alter activ-
ity in the motor circuits to disrupt movement gone awry. 
Emerging BMIs aim to help paralyzed patients, such as 
those with spinal cord injuries, who generally have intact 
cortical motor signals that are unable to arrive at end ef-
fectors such as the arm. Much research has been dedi-
cated to studying the neural activity from various brain 
regions involved in movement, with the result that desired 
movements can now be estimated from cortical activity. 
Two types of prostheses, motor and communication, have 
taken root (Fig. 1). Both types are similar, but differ in 
their details. A motor prostheses taps into brain signals to 
continuously guide a paralyzed or prosthetic arm through 
space. This could be used to reach for objects or to paint 
a picture where the movement path and speed are im-
portant. A communication prosthesis again uses brain 
signals to guide a prosthesis, but in this case emphasizes 
just the desired endpoint without concern for the move-
ment path or speed. Selecting keys on a keyboard or dial-
ing a phone are examples of where how you move is not 
as important as what you accomplish. Both functions are 
important for paralyzed patients, but most authors have 
focused on one or the other type of prosthesis.
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A Brief History of Cortical Prostheses

In the late 1960s, Fetz and collegues12–14 discovered 
that nonhuman primates could learn to regulate the firing 
rate of individual cortical neurons, which suggested their 
use to control a prosthesis.26 By the late 1990s, techno-
logical advances and a considerably better understanding 
of how cortical neurons contribute to limb movement15,49 
sparked renewed interest in developing clinically viable 
systems. Isaacs and colleagues27 demonstrated that 2D 
and 3D hand location could be reconstructed from the 
activity of M1 neurons in rhesus monkeys, and others re-
ported similar reconstructions from parietal cortex, dor-
sal premotor cortex, and M1.20,35,65

In 1999 Chapin and colleagues7 reported a study in 

trained rats that could move a lever to receive a reward 
through brain activity alone. In 2002, Serruya and col-
leagues51 demonstrated 2D cursor control by rhesus mon-
keys using M1 neurons recorded from an implanted elec-
trode array. Targets on a computer screen could be hit 
within 1–2 seconds using brain control only. That same 
year, Schwartz’s group60 demonstrated 3D cursor con-
trol by rhesus monkeys using M1 neurons. Targets could 
be hit on 70–80% of trials within 1.5–2.0 seconds. This 
group has since gone on to demonstrate that nonhuman 
primates can use these 3D control signals to feed them-
selves with a robotic arm and also open and close a hand-
like gripper.57,63 Carmena and colleagues6 demonstrated 
2D cursor control and hand grasping force control with 
rhesus monkeys. These are examples of reconstructing 

Fig. 1. Concept sketch of cortical motor and communication prostheses. Neural signals are obtained from arrays of electrodes 
implanted in various possible cortical areas (PMd, M1, PRR, MIP). These are then processed and interpreted to generate control 
signals. These can be used to reconstruct an arm trajectory (motor prosthesis) or to select a target from a menu (communication 
prostheses). MIP = medial intraparietal area; PMd = dorsal premotor cortex; PMv = ventral premotor cortex;s PRR = parietal 
reach region; SMA = supplementary motor area. Figure reproduced from Shenoy et al., Increasing the performance of cortically-
controlled prostheses, in Proceedings of the 28th IEEE EMBS Annual International Conference. New York City, USA, Aug 
30-Sept 3, 2006. IEEE, 2006, pp 6652–6655. Reproduced with permission, from IEEE, 2006. Copyright 2006, IEEE.
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arm trajectory as appropriate for motor prostheses.
Other groups have reasoned that if the desired target 

location can be estimated directly from neural plan activ-
ity, the cursor can be positioned immediately on the de-
sired key (in communication prostheses). Recent reports 
suggest that there may be considerable performance ben-
efit afforded by looking at the desired target and not the 
intermediate trajectory.20,38,46,53 

The Human Cortical Prostheses Experience
In the late 1990s, Kennedy and colleagues30,31 dem-

onstrated a communication prosthesi that used one or 
two neurons from the motor cortex of locked-in human 
patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to move a cur-
sor across a virtual keyboard to type out messages. These 
patients had glass cone electrodes implanted in the cortex 
that had been treated with patient-derived neurotrophic 
factors to encourage assimilation. Patients were able to 
slide cursors in 1D and 2D to type messages.

There are also several implementations of commu-

nication prostheses that enable target/menu selection by 
modulating EEG waves.5,22,36,50,66 These techniques are 
attractive for their low risk. Electrocorticography record-
ing from grids placed during epilepsy surgery have been 
used as a potential source of signals for BCIs.34,48 Another 
group described recording from a 32-wire microwire ar-
ray in patients undergoing subthalamic nucleus stimula-
tion. Ensembles from the subthalamic and thalamic mo-
tor nuclei could be used to control grip strength.41

The first implanted cortical electrode array human 
prosthesis was reported by Kim and colleagues23,32 who, 
in collaboration with Cyberkinetics Neurotechnology 
Inc., demonstrated 2D cursor control using M1 record-
ings. Performance was similar to their previous results 
using the same electrode array technology in nonhuman 
primates.51 This work was additionally encouraging in 
that it demonstrated for the first time that studies in nor-
mal (uninjured) nonhuman primates could transfer to hu-
man patients with injuries.

Lost in Translation?
Taken together, these investigations provide compel-

ling proof-of-concept demonstrations arguing that corti-
cally controlled motor and communication prostheses are 
possible. Although none of these devices have demon-
strated a level of performance likely to be considered ade-
quate for widespread use in humans, it was high enough to 
motivate next-generation experiments and technological 
designs. Prostheses will be clinically viable when the an-
ticipated quality of life improvement outweighs the poten-
tial risks. Only when prosthetic performance substantially 
surpasses what is possible with other techniques, and sur-
gical risk is sufficiently mitigated, will invasive electrode-
based cortical prostheses find more widespread use.

We believe that there are 3 general areas that must 
be addressed immediately: system durability, system per-
formance, and patient risks. Otherwise, these will likely 
become serious obstacles to clinical translation, poten-
tially serious enough to halt the progress of human corti-
cal prostheses.

System Durability 
A prosthetic system must be durable to be clinically 

viable. Durability implies that it can be used in everyday 

Fig. 3. Diagram showing neural recordings obtained from an unrestrained nonhuman primate over a 48-hour period after 
implantation of a chronic electrode array. The picture illustrates a box of recording electronics that was mounted on the subject’s 
head. Spike waveforms from these recordings show that waveforms changed from day to day which could not be explained by 
fluctuations in the signal path, indicating that the neurons seen were different. Figure reproduced from Shenoy et al., Increasing 
the performance of cortically-controlled prostheses, in Proceedings of the 28th IEEE EMBS Annual International Confer-
ence. New York City, USA, Aug 30-Sept 3, 2006. IEEE, 2006, pp 6652–6655. Copyright 2006, IEEE.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the Utah electrode array (Blackrock Micro-
systems, Inc.), showing a silicon micromachined electrode array (ar-
rowhead) with 96 needle-like electrodes. This is connected via a wire 
bundle to a connector port (arrow) that must be anchored to the subject. 
This port is then used to externally connect to each electrode. The thin 
silver wires are for grounding (reference) purposes. Reprinted by per-
mission from from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature,23 2006.
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life and not just within the confines of a controlled labora-
tory environment. To do this, the prosthetic system must: 
1) have a neural interface that will work consistently for as 
long as possible; 2) be robust enough to be able to adapt to 
changes in the population of neurons it is recording; and 
3) physically tolerate any real-life conditions to which it 
may be subjected.

Neural Interface Issues
The brain interface is the point of contact between 

engineered and biological worlds. Electrode arrays are 
actively pursued as brain interfaces for the high quality 
electrical signals they provide, but they must be surgically 
implanted into the brain tissue. These fine needle-like ar-
rays of electrodes can be fashioned from individual wires 
or on a micromachined substrate such as silicon (see the 
“Utah” array, Fig. 2). Many different electrodes have been 
successfully used for cortical recording; however, most 
of these were used for short spans of time, only several 
months of data collection. As more long-term implants are 
being used, we are beginning to understand the lifespan 
of the current technologies.

Some authors have reported obtaining good quality 
recordings from a few months to over 1 year from silicon 
electrode arrays in nonhuman primates.59 In our experi-
ence with more than 15 Utah electrode array implants in 
nonhuman primate frontal cortex, we achieved up to 3 
years (with 1 outlier array), but much more typically only 
6–12 months before signal quality on most electrodes 
diminished substantially. Over 2 years of recording was 
reported in 1 human trial participant with the same array 
technology.24 The cause of this limited lifespan is not well 
understood. Nonhuman primate pathology studies have 
shown reactivity and gliosis around implanted electrodes 
ranging from mild to concerning.16,42 We have noted fi-
broblastic tissue development encapsulating the explanted 
array in some animals. Comparison of implantation tech-
niques, including a pneumatic array inserter (commonly 
used with Utah electrode arrays) and manual insertion 
(commonly used with microwire and Michigan arrays), 
has received some attention. In one study, mechanically 
inserted microwire arrays in rat auditory cortex func-

tioned for 6 weeks while no manually inserted arrays 
did.43 To address these possible biological and mechani-
cal issues limiting electrode lifetime, there is considerable 
development aimed at producing advanced arrays with 
novel materials, biocompatible coatings, and optimized 
geometries.33,52 Without more durable interfaces, cortical 
prosthetic systems will be severely impaired.

System Robustness
Even with initially high-quality electrode interfaces, 

we can probably safely assume that the number of elec-
trodes with excellent signal quality will degrade over 
time. Prosthetic systems are being designed to counter 
or otherwise contend with this signal loss, else system 
performance will also degrade. Another issue regards 
dynamic physical changes at the neural interface itself. 
The arrays are typically rigid structures that are grossly 
fixed in the brain. However, because the brain deforms, 
there is micromotion between the electrode tip and brain 
tissue.45 This gives rise to variations in the recordings 
that may be the result of tissue volume changes or abrupt 
shifts associated with tissue acceleration/deceleration 
(such as a violent sneeze). We are currently character-
izing these changes in recordings obtained 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week from implanted arrays in nonhuman 
primates.8,9,45 This will provide the data needed to design 
adaptive systems capable of compensating for these ef-
fects. (Fig. 3)

Physical Durability
Much of the research done to date is with very deli-

cate equipment inside a laboratory. A real prosthetic sys-
tem must be physically durable. Most neurosurgeons have 
seen an implant migrate to an inprobable location and had 
to deal with traumatized implants. Clinical trials created 
NeuroPort (Blackrock Microsystems, Inc. ), a reasonably 
durable system, for human use, but it proved too bulky 
and unwieldy for practical use. Other current systems are 
large devices that must be miniaturized for any practi-
cal use, but this brings up new considerations that have 
not been addressed. Drawing from other examples, DBS 
devices and cardiac pacers rely on electronics and power 
supplies remote to the electrode, necessitating hardy but 
nevertheless accident-prone wires as well as a need for 
routine replacement. Permanent linkages for power sup-
plies for cochlear and phrenic nerve implants can be dif-
ficult to maintain. Programmable shunt valves are placed 
in strategic locations to allow for interrogation and ad-
justment. Finally, the unexpected should be expected in 
patients who inadvertently fall, trip, and otherwise push 
the limits of manufacturing tolerances.

System Performance 
The performance of prostheses is a hot topic cur-

rently because it is difficult to quantify. Performance is 
measured by how well the motor prosthesis replicates a 
movement, while performance is measured in communi-
cation prostheses by how well information can be trans-
mitted; there is no standard performance metric, however. 

TABLE 1: Comparison of roughly normalized performance of 
systems performing target selection tasks*

Performer Bps

Words 
Per 

Minute

human typist (typical) 10 25
human typist (professional) 25+ 60+
EEG/ECoG prostheses 0.5–1.3 1.2–3.1
electrode-based prostheses (early) 1.0–1.5 2.5–3.8
electrode-based prostheses (fastest reported) 6.5 16
electrode-based prostheses (current theoretical) 10 25

* As mentioned in the text, the determination of these numbers is by 
no means definitive because there are no standards; however, it is use-
ful to look at these numbers to gauge desired performance. ECoG = 
electrocorticography.
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Motor prosthetics can be quantified by how closely they 
replicate true movements. In addition to the path taken, 
they must be quantified in terms of how quickly they 
move. Communication prosthetics could be quantified by 
a commonly used information transfer metric known as 
bps. It also turns out that goal-oriented motor prosthetics 
(those which are essentially selecting targets) can also be 
roughly quantified with bps. Most current reported mo-
tor prosthetics operate roughly in the 1.0–1.5 bps range 
(Table 1). Quantification is vital because current noninva-
sive EEG-based BCIs operate in a similar range, but these 
systems incur little clinical risk. Though it is generally 
agreed that the invasive electrodes provide better neural 
signals and from a smaller group of neurons, it is not set-
tled that such signals are superior. Improved performance 
must be objectively demonstrated.

Here we describe some recent research in pushing 
the performance limits of current prostheses. In addition, 
we discuss interesting optimizations that have developed 
from our research. Finally, we explore autonomous sys-
tem design that may allow for “natural” operation of a 
prosthetic system.

Maximizing Performance
We have devoted much of our recent research effort 

to understanding the fundamental performance limits 
of electrode-based neural prostheses and to establish-
ing a principled design methodology to develop prosthe-
ses that can operate at these limits.46 We conducted a 
series of experiments and computational simulations to 
investigate how quickly and accurately a communication 
prosthesis could be driven by cortical activity. We used 
signals from the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), as those 
signals can be correlated with the endpoint of a reach or 
selection. The subject was trained to plan to reach for 
targets on the screen, which we could accurately and 
quickly determine based on neural activity. (Fig. 4) We 
optimized the algorithm and ultimately realized 6.5 bps 
performance – this is 4 times faster than previous pros-
thetic systems. This is equivalent to typing at a rate of ~ 
16 words per minute. This level of performance is very 
encouraging as it helps supports both continuing pros-
thetic research and the potential of invasive electrode 
technology. We believe that even better performance can 

Fig. 4. Diagram showing an overview of our nonhuman primate high-performance communication prosthesis experiment. 
The real-time prosthetic cursor placement task begins by fixating and touching central targets, followed by the appearance of a 
peripheral target to which the subject plans (but does not execute) a reach. A period of neural data following this target onset (Tgt 
on) is set aside (Tskip). A period of neural data (Tint) is then analyzed to estimate the desired target; (P(m) refers to the target-m 
with the highest probability; here, m = 2), which could have appeared in one of 8 locations in this task, and after a brief compu-
tational decode and display rendering “overhead” period (Tdec+rend), the predicted target is encircled. Figure reproduced from 
Shenoy et al., Increasing the performance of cortically-controlled prostheses, in Proceedings of the 28th IEEE EMBS Annual 
International Conference. New York City, USA, Aug 30-Sept 3, 2006. IEEE, 2006, pp 6652–6655. Copyright 2006, IEEE.
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be achieved, based on recent biological and algorithmic 
insights.

Neural Optimizations
In the above study, we noted that our performance 

fell short by about 1.2 bps of our theoretically predicted 
performance. We discovered that this was due in part to 
response changes of the individual neurons. Firing rates 
became more or less intense depending on when in a se-
quence of trials the responses were measured. In other 
words, if this were a system used with human patients, 
depending on where in a word the subject was while typ-
ing a given letter, a neuron could respond slightly dif-
ferently. We referred to this as neural response nonsta-
tionarity as opposed to having the same response for any 
specific condition. The underlying cause of this response 
modulation is not entirely clear, but presumably it is due 
in part to pushing the speed of planning in our prostheses 
experiments to some limit (that is, planning 3–4 reaches 
per second is perhaps close to the neurobiologically dic-
tated limits). However, we can work around this by using 
mathematical techniques to infer these effects from the 
measured data, and then mitigate them. Our group intro-
duced the use of factor analysis–based algorithms and 
was able to decrease errors by up to 75% when applied to 
data from our previous experiment.47

Optimal Target Placement
In the 1870s, Christopher Sholes developed the 

QWERTY keyboard to optimize for minimal mechanical 
dysfunction and maximum typing efficiency. Most key-
boards or targets used in BCI research experiments have 
been created arbitrarily by the scientist—these layouts 
tended to be a circle of targets. However, both of these 

layouts are independent of the response properties of the 
particular neurons under observation and therefore could 
limit performance. Not surprisingly, any randomly select-
ed population of neurons would have areas and directions 
to which they would respond better or worse. By adjust-
ing the location of the targets to optimize for these spatial 
considerations, could we improve performance? We de-
veloped a method to optimally place targets to maximize 
the accuracy of the prosthesis. (Fig. 5) By just altering 
the location of the targets, we could increase performance 
accuracy by several percent.10 This has further utility as 
target layouts can be modified over the life of the array to 
adjust for neural population drift.

Autonomous System Design
An often overlooked performance issue has to do 

with system autonomy. We naturally spend time think-
ing of moving and not moving at all. An ideal prosthetic 
should be able to autonomously determine when an ac-
tive prosthetic signal is present, or not, achieve “natural” 
function as opposed to having to turn the prostheses on 
and off. This can be done by determining the state of the 
brain—“idling,” “thinking of moving/planning to move,” 
and “executing a movement”—and activating the pros-
theses based on this information. (Fig. 6) Such a system 
would have to deal with plans that are not executed and 
long stretches of inactivity. We have developed hidden 
Markov model and maximum likelihood decoders to do 
just this. 1,29 We have been able to determine the state of 
the brain accurately by observing the neural signals in 
various states. In this way, we created a mechanism by 
which to switch a system on and off automatically.

Given these recent advances, we believe it possible 
to demonstrate, in future cortical prosthetic experiments, 
10-bps performance (~ 25 words per minute). Perfor-
mance quantification is a very important factor in assess-
ing the value of the device, but is not the only critical 
factor to take into account. Other factors such as autono-
mous function must be considered. One additional excit-
ing frontier is the ability of the patient to improve system 

Fig. 5. Sixteen target optimal target placement (OTP) example. Red 
squares are uniformly spaced targets around a circle, as an experi-
menter might use without OTP methods. Blue circles show an OTP so-
lution. Figure from Cunningham et al., 200810 used with permission.

Fig. 6. Illustration of brain states involved in autonomous reaching. 
We spend most of our time in the idle, or baseline state (gray). From 
here, we switch to a different state where we plan a movement (blue). 
The movement can then be executed which is another brain state (red). 
Once completed we can then plan another move (blue arrow) or return 
to the idling state (long gray arrow). One can also start planning and 
then abort the move as indicated by the gray short return arrow. Auto-
mating a prosthetic involves determining the unique neural characteris-
tics of these states to determine when these transitions occur. Our early 
computational results suggest that this can be done. See the studies by 
Achtman et al., 2007, and Kemere et al., 2008.
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performance—something that has been untestable until 
recently.

Patient Risks 
A person’s well-being should never take second pri-

ority to the pursuit of interesting science. With increased 
electrode lifespan and durable devices, and as perfor-
mance approaches acceptable functional restoration, we 
must seriously address patient risks. This discussion of 
risk is not about another factor in making BCI a reality, 
so much as a frank discussion regarding whether invasive 
BCIs are even worth pursuing as a practical solution.

It is difficult to quantify the risk of these proposed 
procedures. However, we can explore the potential issues 
for consideration. The risks involved with invasive BCIs 
fall into 2 categories, direct and indirect. The direct risks 
are related to the nature of the implant and any associated 
procedures. The indirect risks are related to the additional 
patient risk due to the lack of durability and performance 
of the system.

Surgical Risk
Surgeons have implanted foreign objects into vari-

ous parts of the body with varying success for many 
decades. Neurosurgeons are familiar with the implanta-
tion of shunt tubing, vascular clips, pedicle screws, and 
neurostimulators. We can best estimate implanted corti-
cal prosthetic systems risks based on our experience with 
subdural grid placement for epilepsy and DBS for move-
ment disorders. Complications from subdural recording 
grids for subacute recording (up to 21 days) have been 
described. These include CSF leaks (in up to 31% of pa-
tients), hemorrhagic complications (in up to 14%), cere-
bral edema (in up to 14%), transient neurological deficits, 
and symptomatic pneumocephalus. 2,4,28,39,56 A review of 
179 DBS electrode implantations in 109 patients noted 
16 serious adverse events related to surgery in 14 pa-
tients (12.8%). There were 2 perioperative deaths (1.8%). 
There were also pulmonary embolisms, subcortical hem-
orrhages, chronic subdural hematomas, venous infarc-
tion, seizure, infections, CSF leaks, and skin erosion. 
The incidence of permanent injury was 4.6%.11,62 Im-

planted cortical prosthetics will probably incur a similar 
morbidity profile which further emphasizes the need for a 
clear clinical benefit as is the case in DBS for movement 
disorders.

Infectious Complications
Infection is the greatest long-term concern for hard-

ware implantation, and can range in severity from simple 
skin infections to deep infections of the bone and brain. 
Although treatable, these infections may require prolonged 
antibiotic therapy and system explantation. Another con-
cern is the ability of infection to track down hardware, 
resulting in brain infections which could directly damage 
the viable cortex. Infection risk can never be completely 
eliminated. Fortunately, we can learn how to mitigate 
such risks from the research in similar systems.

Subdural electrode grids are short-term implants tun-
neled out of the scalp. These have been associated with 
an infection incidence of up to 8.7%, including wound in-
fections (2.5%), meningitis (2.5%), osteomyelitis (0.8%), 
epdidural abscess, and empyema.28 Deep brain stimula-
tors, in contrast, are completely internal systems that are 
implanted for the long term. In published reports of hard-
ware-related infections, the incidence ranges from 4.5 to 
6.1%.18,55 Although these infections are treatable, many of 
the infected patients required complete explantation of 
the system, resulting in loss of benefit.

Until a completely implantable device is created, 
prosthetic systems may rely on a skull-mounted inter-
face port (such as the NeuroPort); this skin interface is of 
concern for infection. There is another device called the 
bone-anchored hearing aid which requires attachment of 
a metal post to the skull behind the ear, and is similar 
to such a port. The authors of a long-term review of 165 
patients with these implants noted a 21% incidence of lo-
cal skin reactions, 18% loosening of the hardware, 8% se-
vere reactions requiring treatment, and 1% skin necrosis. 
Overall 34% of the patients required revision surgery.3

Implant-Related Risks
Implanted hardware must be durable, and there are 

practical considerations regarding wires and power as 
mentioned above. Clearly a small, fully implantable, self-

Fig. 7. A working fully implantable miniaturized implant that integrates an electrode array with amplification and telemetric 
circuits; shown in profile (a) and after being encased in polymer (b). Such a small implant would be necessary for long-term 
chronic recordings as well as to contribute to overall durability and feasibility of the system. Figure reproduced from Harrison et 
al., A wireless neural interface for chronic recording, in Biomedical Circuits and Systems Conference, 2008. IEEE, 2008, pp 
125–128. Copyright 2008, IEEE.
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powered device is ideal to mitigate the risk of infection 
(Fig. 7). However, direct hardware complications have 
been reported for DBS devices, despite the small elec-
trode and pacer package. A review of the literature identi-
fied a 5.1% incidence of electrode migration, 5.0% lead 
fracture, and 1.3% skin erosion.18,62

Implantation of an electrode array into the brain tissue 
is not without risks. The probes must be forced through 
the pia mater into tissues of the brain. The authors of an 
initial study of the histological impact of electrode arrays 
implanted for 3–28 days in resected epileptogenic tissue 
noted no tissue injury or inflammatory response.64 How-
ever, they did note suboptimal wound closure because of 
the array connector pedestal profile. The authors of an-
other study investigated the results of mechanical implan-
tation of silicon electrode arrays in the human brain using 
a commercially available array impactor, and noted mild 
cortical deformity and small focal hemorrhages several 
millimeters below the electrode tines, motivating the de-
sign of human-specific array impactors.25

Although it is difficult to implant an array into non-
human primate cortex, the greatly expanded real estate of 
the human brain, and the ability to access areas not easily 
studied in primates (such as the intrasulcal areas) may 
present new and as yet unencountered risks.

Long-Term Neural Tissue Injury
Another consideration is long-term damage to brain 

tissues caused by implanted devices. This concern has 
been reported in the DBS literature. Although transient 
MR imaging signal changes have been noted within 3 
months of electrode placement,44 most studies have indi-
cated that the neural tissue exhibits few or no permanent 
tissue changes.16,21 The most significant findings relate 
to mild gliosis and limited foreign body giant cell reac-
tions.17,37,58 The human brain seems to tolerate the large 
polyurethane-coated DBS implants well, and hopefully, 
this will carry over to the arrays.

Indirect Risks
Indirect risks are related to the previously described 

issues of durability and performance. An ideal system 
will run forever, delivering complete functional restora-
tion. The reality is that these devices will need upkeep, re-
placement, and possible upgrading. Would a patient want 
a device that would last a year with perfect functional re-
placement? Or would a 5-year implant with good-enough 
replacement suffice? Different patient populations are 
likely to have different need considerations. A patient 
with terminal neurodystrophy would probably not mind 
a short device lifespan, but this would be unacceptable 
to a young patient rendered a high tetraplegic in a motor 
vehicle accident. The risk-to-benefit ratio will also dif-
fer between the early human studies (high risk with little 
benefit) and commercial production (low risk with high 
benefit). Such tradeoffs are important to consider in the 
overall system design.

Ethical Considerations 
Human cortical prosthetic trials must adequately 

address the ethical issues of the nature of the proposed 
research and of informed consent. Clinical research by 
definition formally investigates a clinical intervention 
involving humans to yield scientific knowledge that may 
not benefit the subject. In fact, the risks may be suspected, 
and could harm the patient. As such, physicians must ac-
tively balance beneficence, our duty to help our patients, 
and nonmaleficence, our duty to do no harm when cre-
ating research protocols. If harm to the patient is clear, 
such as implants that lead to destruction of normal cortex, 
the research cannot be undertaken. If implant infection 
results exceed expectations, ongoing research must be 
stopped.

The use of unwilling research subjects is ethically 
and legally unacceptable today. Informed consent, vol-
untary participation by a subject after a clear dialogue 
regarding the nature of the intervention, the risks and 
benefits, and any alternatives, is mandatory. Research is 
clearly different from treatment, and physicians must un-
derstand this distinction. There can be no confusion, no 
coercion, no unrealistic expectations, and no promise of 
safety. Many patients and investigators may be enamored 
with the future potential of cortical prosthetics, but cur-
rently there is very little that is attractive to the average 
paralyzed patient.

We have endeavored to point out the limitations to 
the research and advancement to date to help put in per-
spective the expectations and risks associated with hu-
man cortical research. Performance results in animal 
models ethically justify the pursuit of human trials. A 
discussion of possible risks satisfies the requirement for 
informed consent. Any research that could severely dam-
age normal brain tissue would also be unethical until 
compelling evidence of benefit is accumulated. We can 
also imagine more complex situations of patients desper-
ate for any intervention and willing to ignore the risks, or 
of other patients who may benefit but are neurologically 
incapacitated (such as locked-in syndrome), thus compli-
cating informed consent. Fortunately there is growing in-
terest in neuroethics, and because of this, in conjunction 
with institutional review boards, any human trials will be 
closely monitored for ethical and legal compliance and 
more light will be shed on these very important topics.

Regulatory Considerations 
A barrier to entry for many human studies relates 

to the regulatory hurdles required to translate research 
into clinical application. Although laboratory research 
is heavily overseen, especially at the institutional level, 
human experimentation is even more tightly regulated at 
the national level. The FDA requires submission and ap-
proval of almost any investigational devices, as well as 
for the slightest changes in protocol. Fortunately, suffi-
cient prior work has been done with their approval, mak-
ing translational experiments in cortical prostheses quite 
possible today.

In the late 1990s, Kennedy and colleagues received 
FDA approval to develop and place glass electrodes into 
the cortex of impaired patients. In the 2000s, Cyberki-
netics Neurotechnology, Inc. obtained 510(k) regulatory 
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approval for implantation of an electrode array and signal 
processing system (NeuroPort System, Blackrock Micro-
systems, Inc.), which is still available for use in acute in-
patient applications of < 30 days’ duration. This approval 
led to the FDA approval of the BrainGate trial, a Phase 
I FDA study approved in 2004 to explore the feasibility 
and safety of long-term human cortical recording. Several 
patients were recruited, and the first pilot clinical trial of 
cortical prostheses in human patients was performed.23,32,61 
These studies set the groundwork for a favorable regula-
tory environment to pursue more translational research.

Additionally, the NIH and other funding sources are 
creating a favorable funding environment to pursue more 
translational research. The NIH Neural Prosthesis Pro-
gram was initiated in the 1970s to support basic, transla-
tional, and clinical neuroengineering projects. Today, be-
cause of all the recent results and the therapeutic potential 
of the technology, several NIH institutes are involved in 
specifically encouraging and funding translational and 
clinical pilot studies with the express desire of develop-
ing a clinically useful neural prosthetic.40

Conclusions
We are currently at an exciting and vital crossroads 

in the field of human cortical prostheses. The promise of 
this technology has captured the interest of the public and 
scientific community. It is imperative to capitalize on this 
support to make these prostheses a reality lest they be 
relegated to becoming another scientific curiosity. Clearly 
there have been many exciting advances to put us on the 
threshold of developing a viable clinical human prosthetic, 
but much needs to be done in collaboration with members 
of many disciplines. The neurosurgeon is in a unique po-
sition to become involved in these endeavors, providing 
insight into the overall impact on patients, and becoming 
the ultimate provider of therapy. We cannot assume that 
cortical prostheses are an eventuality. We have been pro-
vided a precious opportunity to determine whether these 
systems will become a reality, and this opportunity must 
not be squandered.
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